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ABSTRACT: The scope of the present paper is to present a framework for assessment of the probability of occurrence of ice/snow accretion on bridge cables. The framework utilizes Bayesian Probabilistic Networks and the methodology is illustrated with an example of the cable-stayed Øresund Bridge. The case study focuses on the ice/snow accretion due to the in-cloud icing or precipitation icing mechanisms and includes probabilistic assessments of the meteorological variables influencing the ice/snow accretion on the stay cables. Different probability distribution functions are utilized for the representation of the meteorological variables and evaluated both by goodness-of-fit test and qualitatively. Conditional probability curves are developed to predict the amount of ice accretion given a set of meteorological conditions using the Gaussian Kernel Smoothing method. The fitted probability distribution functions for the meteorological variables and the conditional ice accretion curves are implemented in a Bayesian Probabilistic Network and the annual average number of ice/snow accretion occurrences is estimated.

1 INTRODUCTION

The hours of bridge closures and traffic restrictions on bridges has increased along with the number of long span cable supported bridges build since the 1970’s. Some of these unanticipated bridge closures and traffic restrictions are caused by ice or sleet induced vibrations of the cables or ice/snow shedding from the cables. Both can lead to dangerous situations for the bridge users and may be socioeconomically expensive due to closure of the bridges to traffic. The Great Belt Bridge (Denmark) (Kleissl & Georgakis 2010), the Øresund Bridge (Sweden-Denmark), Severn and Second Severn Crossing (England-Wales) (Lai 2009, BBC 2009), Veterans Glass City Skyway Bridge (Toledo, Ohio) (Kumpf et al. 2012), Uddevalla Bridge (Sweden) (Kuhn 2006) and the Port Mann Bridge (Vancouver, Canada) (CBC 2012) all have suffered from ice/snow shedding from the bridge cables. The ice/snow shedding or ice/sleet induced vibrations often come as a surprise to the bridge owners, operators and designers. Appropriate preventive measures could be identified already in the design phase for potentially exposed bridges on the basis of risk assessments.

Design for ice/snow accretion on transmission lines in cold regions is specified and standardized in codes and guidelines such as Eurocode, IEC etc. Probabilistic methods are adopted today in the design of transmission lines by reliability based design methods. However, the transmission line designers focus on the extreme value analysis for ice/snow overload on the conductors to prevent electricity shut down, such as the one experienced in Canada in 1998 (Farzaneh 2000). The bridge engineers, owners and authorities are interested in the occurrence frequency of any ice/snow accretion event that can lead to ice/snow shedding from the cables. Thus the attention in the present paper is directed on the conditions under which ice or snow accretes on the cables and not only on the extreme situations.

Modeling of ice/snow accretion is not a trivial problem. Different types of accretion models have been proposed; mathematically by e.g. Myers and Charpin (2004) and experimentally by e.g. Jones (1998). The former type often requires input parameters that can be difficult to measure such as droplet size whereas the latter type is based on the physics of ice accretion. A probabilistic methodology for estimating the occurrence frequency of ice/snow accretion on bridge cables based on monitoring data is proposed in the present paper. The approach presented can be used in a broader framework for probabilistic assessment of bridge cable fatigue using Bayesian Probabilistic Networks (BPNs), as presented by Roldsgaard et al. (2012). In the present paper the conditions under which ice/snow accretes on cables are described and through probabilistic modeling and parameter estimation appropriate pdf’s of the meteorological variables are identified. Based on monitoring data from the vicinity of the Øresund Bridge probabilistic
models for the relevant meteorological variables and the probability of occurrence of ice/snow accretion on the stay cables is assessed using the proposed framework.

1.1 Outline of basic conditions for ice/snow accretion

In order to estimate the occurrence probability of the ice or snow accretion the basic conditions for the ice/snow accretion process is reviewed. Typically ice/snow accretion on cables occurs either by precipitation icing, in-cloud icing or hoar frost. Hoar frost is often neglected in the transmission line design, since the accretion is relatively lightweight. However it is believed that the ice accretion due to hoar frost can induce galloping vibrations of bridge cables and that even small ice lumps can be a hazard for the bridge users, consequently hoar frost should be taken into account in this type of analysis. Precipitation icing can result in glaze, wet snow or dry snow, whereas in-cloud icing can result in soft or hard rime. Precipitation icing occurs at any location where precipitation is present at the same time as freezing temperatures. The type of precipitation icing depends on the vertical temperature layers (Thérialut et al. 2006). The density of the ice that is likely to accrete on the cables can be estimated from values of the temperature and wind velocity through Figure 1. The characteristics of the different icing types can be obtained from Table 1.

2 MODEL OVERVIEW

2.1 Bayesian Probabilistic Network

Figure 2 presents the BPN for assessment of the annual probability of occurrence of ice/snow accretion. The BPN represents the causal relationships between the most important variables affecting the two icing mechanisms considered in this analysis; in-cloud icing and precipitation icing. In the model, the states of the variables are represented discretely. Thus in the modeling, it is necessary to discretize all variables with continuous states.

![Figure 2. The Bayesian Probabilistic Network: Assessment of annual probability of occurrence of ice/snow accretion on bridge cables.](image)

The assignment of a probability structure to the possible states of each variable in the BPN can be carried out by discretization of the probability distribution, if such a function is defined for the variable considered. Measurements are already discrete and their sampling frequency may be utilized to determine the lower bound and upper bounds in the discretization. Depending on whether the variables in the BPN have only outgoing edges (parent variables) or also ingoing edges (child variables) the discrete states of the variables are assigned unconditional or conditional probability tables, respectively (Faber et al. 2002).

2.3 Probabilistic Model Constituents

The meteorological variables are often given as time series (stochastic processes) or in some situations as probability distribution functions (pdfs). The pdfs can directly be discretized and used in the BPN whereas some characteristics about the time series must be identified before a pdf can be used to characterize the variable. Here the investigation of the autocorrelation and cross-correlation functions can be an essential part of the analysis, since it can reveal if the stochastic processes are stationary and correlated with other variables (Madsen 2008). If a stochastic process is stationary and not cross-correlated with any of the other variables, an appropriate marginal pdf can be identified by model esti-
mation and testing – using a mixture of physical considerations with data assessment. In the case where the stochastic process is stationary but cross-correlated to one or more of the variables, however, conditional pdfs must be identified. The dependency structure between two variables should also be apparent from the BPN. In the case the pdfs are not given a priory, different types of probability density functions should be tested in order to find the best estimate. The identified pdfs can be evaluated based on the Quantile-Quantile plot (Q-Q plot), estimated cumulative distribution function (CDF), pdf-plots and of goodness-of-fit tests such as the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (K-S test). For different variables, the upper or lower tail of their distributions may be of greater importance than the overall distribution. This should be reviewed for each individual variable. To estimate the probability of annual occurrence of ice/snow accretion, a mathematical or experimental accretion models, monitoring data or different criterion can be used.

The described framework for estimating the annual probability of occurrence of ice/snow accretion (icing) on bridge cables is illustrated through a case study of the stay cables of the Øresund Bridge.

3 ANALYSIS OF THE METEOROLOGICAL DATA FOR THE ØRESUND BRIDGE SITE

The Øresund Bridge is a cable stayed bridge connecting Denmark and Sweden with a main span of 490 m. Figure 3 shows the location of the Øresund Bridge and Copenhagen Airport. The bridge is oriented in the N-W to S-E direction and the stay cables are arranged in a harp configuration and are inclined with an angle of 30 degrees to the horizon.

![Figure 3. Map of the Øresund link and Kastrup Airport (Denmark) (http://www.worldgreatestsites.com/).](http://www.worldgreatestsites.com/)

The Danish Meteorological Institute (DMI) has a network of 65 observation stations covering Denmark. In the present paper measurements obtained from station 6180 are treated. This station is located at Copenhagen Airport, which is in flat terrain and close to the ocean. It was chosen to use data from the Copenhagen Airport station, since it is situated only about 10 km from the Øresund Bridge. This station has 10-min-mean values of the meteorological variables available for every 10 min since the 25th of June 2003. The data are obtained from that date until the 31st of December 2011 at 23:50. This gives a total of 447079 data points for the variables: wind velocity, wind direction, relative humidity and temperature. The precipitation is measured every third hour as the accumulated precipitation since the last measurement. Less than 0.5% of the data points of one of the variables are missing or reported as non-available. If one data point of one of the variables is missing, the equivalent data points of the other variables are also withdrawn.

3.1 Correlation

The measurements of the wind velocity, wind direction, temperature, relative humidity and precipitation from Copenhagen Airport are provided as time series (realizations of stochastic processes). The cross correlation between two observed time series \(X(t)\) and \(Y(t)\) may be analyzed by Equation (1). \(X(t)\) and \(Y(t)\) can represent any two of the meteorological variables when the cross-correlation between two variables are found.

\[
\rho_{xy}(\tau) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (x(t_i) - \hat{\mu}_x)(y(t_{i+\tau}) - \hat{\mu}_y) \\
\hat{\sigma}_x \hat{\sigma}_y
\]  

(1)

where \(x(t_i)\) is the \(i\)th observation of the time series \(X(t)\) and \(y(t_{i+\tau})\) is \((i+\tau)\)th observation of the time series \(Y(t)\). \(\tau\) is the time lag between the two observations, \(\hat{\mu}_x\) and \(\hat{\mu}_y\) are the estimated sample means, \(\hat{\sigma}_x\) and \(\hat{\sigma}_y\) is the estimated sample standard deviations of the two observed time series \(X(t)\) and \(Y(t)\) and \(n\) is the number of observations in the time series (Faber 2012). Since the wind direction is given in degrees and both 0 and 360 degrees indicate north, it does not make physical sense to plot the cross-correlation function between the wind direction and any other meteorological variable. It is found that the relative humidity and temperature are cross-correlated, whereas the cross-correlation between the other variables does not reveal any clear trends. It is also found that all the individual stochastic processes can be assumed stationary.

3.2 Probabilistic modeling of the meteorological variables

Various distributions types are tested against the different meteorological variables, the outcomes are summarized in the following subsections. The individual fitted distributions are evaluated based on a Quantile–Quantile plot (Q-Q plot), probability density function plot (pdf plot), cumulative distribution function plot (CDF plot) and the D-value of the
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (K-S test). Not all of the above mentioned plots are shown in the present paper due to space limitations but were considered in the overall assessment of the different types of probability distributions fitted to the meteorological variables.

3.3 Wind direction

The wind direction is defined as a parent node (see Figure 2), which means that it has no incoming edges. Therefore an unconditional probability distribution is fitted to the wind direction data. The wind direction is measured in degrees 10 m over terrain with 0 and 360 degrees as magnetic north. The wind direction in Denmark is predominantly western (blowing from west) (Cappelen & Jørgensen 1999) which is also shown in the histogram of the measured data Figure 4 with peaks around 250-270 degrees. The wind direction histogram seen in Figure 4 has a uniform lower part and an upper non-uniform part. To determine which distribution type that best captures the wind direction, a truncated mirrored Log-normal, a truncated Gaussian, and a Beta distribution are tested for the non-uniform part.

The Q-Q plot, the K-S test and the pdf in Figure 4 all indicate that the truncated mirrored Log-normal and Uniform distribution is the best suited estimate for the wind direction data. The Uniform + truncated mirrored Log-normal distribution is written in a general form in Equation (2).

$$f(d; \alpha, \beta) = c_1 \cdot f_D^\alpha(d) + c_2 \cdot f_D^\beta(d)$$

$$= c_1 \cdot \frac{1}{d_{max} - d_{min}} + c_2 \cdot c_3 \cdot \frac{1}{d_{max}} \exp \left( -\frac{(\ln d - \alpha)^2}{2\beta^2} \right)$$

where $f_D^\alpha(d)$ and $f_D^\beta(d)$ is the probability distribution of the uniform and non-uniform part respectively, $d$ is the random variable (wind direction), $\beta$ is the standard deviation, $\alpha$ is the mean value, $d_{max}$, $d_{min}$ is the maximum and minimum value the wind direction can obtain, $c_1$ is the constant that represent the proportion of the data which is uniform distributed, $c_2$ is the constant representing the proportion of the data which is non-uniformly distributed and $c_3$ is the constant that re-normalize the Log-normal distribution after truncation.

The truncated mirrored Log-normal + Uniform distribution is discretized into intervals of 5 degrees, which give a total of 12 intervals to fit the probability tables in the BPN in Figure 2.

3.4 Wind velocity

The wind velocity in Denmark is known to be correlated with the wind direction, but since the cross-correlation function could not be established different histograms of the wind velocity given the wind direction are plotted, revealing strong correlation. The wind velocity is also found to exhibit seasonal dependency. For the four seasons the wind direction is divided into 12 intervals of 30 degrees and for each of these intervals the Weibull, truncated Gaussian and Gumbel distribution functions are tested to determine which distribution type best captures the wind velocity. In total 48 different wind velocity data sets are established. The 10-min mean wind velocity is measured 10 m over terrain at Copenhagen Airport. The histogram of the wind velocity data obtained from the meteorological station at Copenhagen Airport in the winter season for wind directions between [180;210] is shown in Figure 5 together with the fitted Weibull, truncated Gaussian and Gumbel distributions.

Both in-cloud icing and precipitation icing are reported for a wide range of wind velocities. There-
fore, the overall fit of the wind velocity is of importance. The result of the 48 different probabilistic models and parameter estimations give 37 data sets where the Weibull distribution is chosen as the best estimation and 11 data sets where the Gumbel distribution is chosen as the best estimation. The dominance of the Weibull distribution as the best suited is in accordance with what Carta et al. (2009) and Zhang et al. (2013) report for the mean wind velocity. The Gumbel distribution is more often found describing extreme wind velocities.

3.5 Precipitation

The precipitation is seasonally dependent in Denmark, both in terms of type but also amount and duration. In the present analysis only the amount is taken into account and the type and duration left for future analysis. The accumulated precipitation is measured every 3 hours and is measured with a precision of 0.1 mm at Copenhagen Airport. The precipitation data is divided into four intervals for each season. Precipitation $p < 0.1$ mm/h, $[0.1;0.5]$, $[0.5;1.0]$ and $p > 1$ mm/h. The first three intervals are modeled with Uniform distributions and for the fourth interval the Exponential, Gamma and Weibull distribution types are tested.

It is found that zero or below 0.1 mm/h of precipitation is the situation for over 88% of the time during the period between June 2003 and December 2011, for all seasons. About 1.5-4% of the time is the precipitation level above 1 mm/h. The results show that the precipitation above 1 mm/h is higher during the summer than the other seasons and lowest in that interval during the winter. In the winter the precipitation for rates between 0.1-0.5 mm/h is higher than for the other seasons. The total amount of precipitation is also higher for the summer season than for the other seasons.

Figure 6 shows the histogram of the precipitation data together with the fitted Exponential, Gamma and Weibull distributions. The Exponential distribution is chosen as the best suited for all four seasons. The precipitation data is modeled with Uniform distributions and the fourth interval is described by the Exponential, Gamma and Weibull distribution types.

$$ f(p; \lambda, \varepsilon) = \begin{cases} c_1 & p < 0.1 \\ c_2 & 0.1 \leq p < 0.5 \\ c_3 & 0.5 \leq p < 1 \\ c_4 \exp\left(-\lambda(p-\varepsilon)\right) & p \geq 1 \end{cases} \quad (3) $$

Where $p$ is the precipitation variable, $c_1$ is representing the proportion of the data less than 0.1 mm/h, $c_2$ is representing the distribution for the data values between 0.1-0.5 mm/h, $c_3$ is representing the proportion between 0.5-1 mm/h, $c_4$ is representing the proportion equal to or above 1 mm/h, $\lambda$ is the rate and $\varepsilon$ is the shift greater than zero. The fitted distributions are discretized in order to fit the format of the BPN.

Figure 6. Empirical histogram of the precipitation together with the fitted Exponential, Gamma and Weibull distributions in the winter seasons.

3.6 Temperature

The climate and specially the temperature in Denmark are affected by both the ocean and the continent. The temperature is therefore dependent on both the season and the wind direction (Cappelen & Jørgensen 1999). The temperature is measured in degrees Celsius 2 m over terrain at Copenhagen Airport. Different probability distributions are fitted to the temperature data conditional on the season and the wind direction. As for the wind velocity four seasons are used and the wind direction is divided into 12 intervals of 30 degrees each. This gives in total 48 different data sets of the temperature. The Gaussian, Log-normal, Weibull and Gamma distributions are modeled and their parameters estimated for each of the 48 data sets. The assessment of the fitting does prioritize the lower tail at which temperatures ice/snow accretion occur. For 19 of the data sets the Gaussian distribution is the best model at the lower tail, for two data sets the Log-normal is the best, for 12 data sets the Weibull is the best and for 15 data sets the Gamma is the best. In the spring the Gamma is the most common, in the summer seasons the Gaussian is the most often chosen, in the fall no clear trend appears and in the winter seasons the Weibull is generally the best suited model. The best model for each of the 48 data sets is discretized and implemented in conditional probability tables in the BPN.

Figure 7 shows an example of an empirical histogram of the temperature data for the winter seasons.
given the wind direction is in the interval between [30;60] degrees. The probabilistically modeled Weibull, Gaussian, Log-normal and Gamma distributions are also shown in Figure 7. It is difficult to evaluate the fit at the lower tail only from Figure 7, but by the Q-Q plot in Figure 8 it is clear that the Gaussian distribution approximated the lower temperatures better than the other distribution types, though the estimate still deviates from the data.

3.7 Relative humidity

From the correlation analysis it is found that the relative humidity and temperature are strongly correlated. The relative humidity is also found dependent on the season, therefore probability density functions conditional on the season and temperature are identified to model the relative humidity data. The 10-min mean value of the relative humidity of the air is measured at Copenhagen Airport in percentage [%].

The relative humidity data is divided into the four seasons and for each season the data is furthermore divided into 6 temperature intervals: ]–∞;–10], [–10;–5], [–5;0], [0,10], [0,20], [20;∞[. This gives a total of 24 data sets. For some of the seasons not all temperature intervals are represented. In total 19 data sets of the relative humidity are created. The truncated mirrored Log-normal, truncated mirrored Weibull, truncated mirrored Gamma and Beta distribution are all modeled and tested for the relative humidity data sets. The relative humidity is important for the in-cloud icing mechanism, which requires that the relative humidity is 95% or above. Therefore extra attention on the upper tail is paid to the different estimated probability distribution functions. The Weibull distribution is the best model for 7 of the data sets, the Gaussian and Log-normal for one data set each, the Gamma for 3 of the data sets and the Beta for 6 of the data sets. The last data set is best modeled by a Uniform distribution.

Figure 7. Empirical histogram of the 10-min mean value of the temperature in the winter seasons for wind direction [30;60] degrees together with the fitted Weibull, Gaussian, Log-normal and Gamma distributions.

Figure 8. Q-Q plot of the 10-min mean value of the temperature in the winter seasons for wind direction [30;60] degrees together with the quantities of the fitted Weibull, Gaussian, Log-normal and Gamma distributions.

Figure 9 shows the empirical histogram of the relative humidity data together with the different tested probability distributions for the winter seasons for temperatures between –5-0°C. The Weibull distribution is chosen as the best model for the data shown in Figure 9. The expressions for the truncated mirrored Log-normal, truncated mirrored Weibull, truncated mirrored Gamma and Beta distributions is given by Equation (4)-(7) respectively.

\[
 f (rh; \alpha, \beta) = c_1 \left( \frac{1}{(-rh+100)\beta^2 \sqrt{2\pi}} \right) \exp \left( -\frac{(\ln(-rh+100)-\alpha)^2}{2\beta^2} \right) 
\]  

(4)
where \( rh \) is the relative humidity variable, \( \alpha \) is the mean value of the Log-normal, \( \beta \) is the standard deviation and \( c_j \) is the normalization constant after truncation of the distribution.

\[
f(rh;k,c) = c_i \frac{k}{e} \left( -\frac{rh+100}{c} \right)^{k-1} \exp\left( -\frac{rh+100}{c} \right)
\]

where \( k \) is the shape parameter and \( c \) is the scale parameter.

\[
f(rh;k,\theta) = c_i \frac{1}{\theta^k \Gamma(k)} \left( -\frac{rh+100}{\theta} \right)^{k-1} \exp\left( -\frac{rh+100}{\theta} \right)
\]

where \( k \) is the shape parameter and \( \theta \) is the scale parameter.

\[
f(rh;a,b,r,t) = c_i \frac{\Gamma(r+t)}{\Gamma(r) \Gamma(t)} \left( \frac{r}{b} \right)^{r+t-1} \left( \frac{b-r}{b-a} \right)^{r+1-t} \]

where \( a \) is the lower bound of \( rh \), \( b \) is the upper bound of \( rh \), \( r \) is the shape parameter and \( t \) is also a shape parameter. The modeled conditional probability distribution functions are discretized to fit the probability table format of the BPN.

4 ICE ACCUMULATION RATES

The probability density function of the ice rate conditional on the meteorological variables can be used not only to assess the probability of icing but also to assess the probability distribution of the amount of ice/snow accreted on the cables. The latter analysis is outside the scope of the present paper. The development of the probability density functions of the ice rate given the wind direction, wind velocity, temperature and precipitation is described herein.

The reported data of real-time measurements of precipitation icing on an instrumented 315-kV line at Mont Bélair, Quebec, Canada is reported as scatter plots by Farzaneh & Savadjiev (2005). Two of the scatter plots are reconstructed in Figure 10 and 11 (y-axis to the left), which shows the ice accumulation rate in kg/m/h as function of the meteorological variables: wind direction and temperature. The original plots by Farzaneh & Savadjiev (2005) depict both the ice accumulation rate and the ice shedding with a Gaussian Kernel smoothing line. The ice shedding is left out of the analysis in the present paper and the Gaussian Kernel Smoothing Method is used to find the conditional probability for the ice accumulation rates to avoid binning of the data. Binning of the ice rate data would result in the conditional probability being strongly influenced by the bin size. The conditional probability of the ice rate equal to or exceeding a specific level of the ice rate given a value of the wind direction is provided by Equation (8) (Noh et al. 2011).

\[
\hat{G}_i(wdir_j) = \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N} I(irm_i \geq IR_j) K_j(wdir_n)}{\sum_{n=1}^{N} K_j(wdir_n)}
\]

where \( \hat{G}_i(wdir_j) \) is the conditional probability of the ice rate given the \( j \)th wind direction (\( wdir_j \)), \( I(irm_i \geq IR_j) \) is an indicator function which is 1 if \( irm_i \geq IR_j \) and 0 if \( irm_i < IR_j \). \( K_j(wdir_n) \) or \( K_j(wdir_n) \) is the kernel for the \( m \)th and \( n \)th value of the wind direction and \( irm_i \) is the \( m \)th value of the ice accretion given in kg/m/h. A symmetric kernel is chosen so the weight is assigned equally around the \( m \)th or \( n \)th value of the ice rate considered. For the present analysis the Gaussian Kernel is used for all the meteorological variables. The bandwidth/standard deviation of the kernel can be estimated by Equation (9) (Silverman 1986).

\[
h = 1.06 \hat{\sigma} n^{-1/5}
\]

where \( \hat{\sigma} \) is the sample standard deviation of the wind direction data samples and \( n \) is number of wind direction data points. The four different ice rate states are defined as; \( IR_1 = 0.025 \) (small), \( IR_2 = 0.05 \) (intermediate), \( IR_3 = 0.1 \) (moderate) and \( IR_4 = 0.15 \) (large).

Figure 10. Scatter plot of the ice rate given the wind direction together with conditional probability of the ice rate levels.

Figure 10 and 11 show the results of the Gaussian Kernel Smoothing for the wind direction and temperature respectively. The results for the wind velocity and precipitation are not included due to space limitations.

The Gaussian Kernel Smoothing for the wind direction is a special case, since the wind direction is a polar plot, which means that 0 degrees equals 360 degrees. Consequently the ice rate values for the wind directions close to 0 and 360 degrees are duplicated so that the data points at 100 degrees have the same weights on the probability at 360 degrees as the data points at 260 degrees. The wind directions are given with 0 and 360 degrees as magnetic north,
but regarding ice accretion on cables it is more interesting whether the wind is parallel or perpendicular to the cable. The parallel and perpendicular sections are marked in Figure 10; these sections are shifted to fit the direction of the stay cables of the Øresund Bridge. The sections are defined as ±45 degrees from the parallel and perpendicular axis of the Øresund Bridge cables.

Figure 11 shows the scatter plot of the ice rate given the temperature together with the conditional probability of an ice rate value. Few data sets have been observed for temperatures below –10°C and only two data points for temperatures above 0°C. There are a cluster of data points just below zero degrees, which means the Gaussian Kernel Smoothing method would overestimate the probability of ice accumulation for temperatures above zero degrees. To reduce the error of overestimating the ice rate at positive temperatures artificial points with zero ice rate at +2°C are simulated to force the probability down to zero for positive temperatures.

From the conditional probability of the ice rates the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) given the meteorological variables are found. Linear interpolation between the ice rate states is used to create the CDFs. More ice rate states could easily be established, which would make the CDFs smoother. The CDFs are differentiated through numerical methods to obtain the probability density function of the ice rates given the meteorological variables.

4.1 Probability of ice/snow accretion

The probability of icing due to either in-cloud icing or precipitation icing is estimated through the BPN in Figure 2. For the in-cloud icing mechanism it was assumed that icing would occur for temperature between –11°C and 2°C, precipitation below 0.1 mm/h and relative humidity equal to or above 95%. For the precipitation icing the developed probability functions conditional on the wind direction, wind velocity, temperature and precipitation are used.

The result for the in-cloud icing is that about 2.19 days per year the meteorological conditions for in-cloud icing occur. The 2.19 days per year are not consecutive but in 10-min intervals, since all the input data is given as 10-min mean values. The meteorological conditions for precipitation icing occur about 1.83 days per year, this number is also not consecutive but in 10-min intervals. A total of 4 days per year in 10 minutes intervals, where the conditions for an icing event are present, is in line with the known number of closures of the Great Belt Bridge also located in Denmark about 100km west of the Øresund Bridge.

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A framework for the probabilistic modeling and analysis of occurrence of ice/snow accretion is proposed and a modeling scheme set up and illustrated with a case study of the Øresund Bridge. The relevant meteorological parameters are identified and various probability distributions are fitted and tested to the meteorological variables. Probability density functions of the ice rates given the meteorological parameters are developed through the Gaussian Kernel Smoothing technique, CDFs and differentiation. The Bayesian Probabilistic Network presented in Figure 2 is used to estimate the yearly occurrence of ideal meteorological conditions for in-cloud and precipitation icing. The result of the BPN evaluation showed that the conditions occur in total about 4 days per year.

The current model in its present state lacks the capability to estimate the duration of each icing event or duration of the meteorological conditions favorable for ice/snow accretion.
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